Customer Statistics
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45+

₹60,000

Successfull completion of Projects
accross various cities.
Delivering open
space feel.

More than 45 Sky
Ceiling Panels Delivered to our Happy
Customers.

Delivering at lowest
price and superior
quality in India.
Saving per customer
₹60,000 (approx.)
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LED LIGHTS
By stimulating daylight with the right LED
panels and the use of realistic high-resolution
pictures, you will really feel like you are working
outside when you are actually inside, or feel like
you are being treated under a blue sky.
The colour temperature of our light matches
daylight. This makes it seem like you are actually
looking outside through a very real window,
and visitors and employees also experience the
positive effects of daylight when they are inside.

Sky Ceiling Panels was founded in the domain
of healthcare, and in response to the question
if it would be possible to think of a visually
attractive solution as an alternative for the dull
white ceilings patients are always staring up at.
After rise in Sky Ceiling popularity as most
beautiful cloud ceilings in the European and
UK market. Crystal-clear image in an ultra-thin
LED panel, for a competitive price. With our
cloud ceilings, we add an extra experience to
every room.

5 REASONS TO CHOOSE
A LED SKY CEILING
A positive distraction during treatment,
meeting or visit.
More energy for you, your colleagues
and your visitors.
The sense of outdoors alleviates anxiety
and stress.
A visit to your institution or company will
be a more positive experience.
A visual wow-factor within your company
or institution.
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Sky Ceiling
Applied in corporate, recreational and medical
spaces: our standard product is the ideal
solution for a realistic cloud ceiling with daylight
experience for a very reasonable price.
With the standard formats 60×60, 120×60 and
120×120, the ultra-thin LED-panels are very easy
to implement in the suspended ceiling. The
SKY CEILING PANE L is standard cloud ceiling can be
executed with a picture of your own or one of our
crystal-clear pictures.

Aluminium frame ensures efﬁciency of thermal
performance in aluminum is comparatively
higher than other materials and thus we have
adapted this in our panels as well.

Standard dimensions

Glossy or anti-reﬂective

By default, our panels are available in the

With us you can choose whether you want the

suspended ceiling dimensions 60×60, 60×120

panels glossy or anti-reﬂective.

and 120×120 cm.

Photography

Dimmable
All of our panels are dimmable by default. We

You can choose between our crystal-clear

would love to hear from you which way you

pictures, online image databases or submit

would prefer this to work. For example, think of

your own design. Our designers can always

0-10V, DALI and by remote control.

create the desired effect.

Ultra Wide 160° Beam Angle

Simple installation
Our Standard panels are made for the

Viewing angle is all what brings the appreciation

suspended ceiling and provide a ‘Plug and Play’

for you product and thus we have achieved this

solution for the light. This makes it possible for
our panels to be installed within one lunch
break.
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Custom
Are you looking for a unique cloud
ceiling with a deviating dimension,
a different colour proﬁle or a special
request for its ﬁnish?

With

our

Different led

products we deliver customisation,

By default, all of our panels are made with

we would love to think along with you

Daylight LED, but the possibilities are endless.

based on our conﬁdence.

Other colour proﬁle?
By default, our products are equipped with a

We closely look while panels are manufactured and have access to the

most modern equipment, so the

white ﬁlter. If you would like a different colour,
that is no problem at all.

possibilities are endless. Let yourself

Extra lighting

be inspired by the most common

Some situations require more light, which is no

adjustments below or contact us to

problem with our Plus panels.

discuss the possibilities.

Deviating dimensions
Aside from our standard dimensions, we can
also make panels in any dimensions you choose.
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Customization
SKY CEILINGS PANELS images can be changed at, any point in future.
so customization is no problem at all.

No suspended ceiling
If you have no suspended ceiling,
there are various possibilities.
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SKY WINDOW
Applied in corporate, recreational and medical spaces: our standard product is the ideal
solution for a realistic cloud ceiling with daylight experience for a very reasonable price.
With the standard formats 60×60, 120×60
and 120×120, the ultra-thin LED-panels are
very easy to implement in the suspended
ceiling. The LED SKY WINDOW are window
/vertical
tiles
that
can
be
executed with a picture of your own or one of
our
crystal-clear
pictures.
Aluminium frame ensures that panel stay
strong to little wear and tear while placing
and removing panels for various purposes.

Standard dimensions

Glossy or anti-reﬂective

By default, our panels are available in the
suspended ceiling dimensions 60×60, 60×120
and 120×120 cm.

With us you can choose whether you want the
panels glossy or anti-reﬂective.

Photography

All of our panels are dimmable by default. We
would love to hear from you which way you
would prefer this to work. For example, think of
0-10V,
DALI
and
by
remote
control.

You can choose between our crystal-clear
pictures, online image databases or submit your
own design. Our designers can always create the
desired effect.

Ultra Wide 160° B eam Angle

Viewing angle is all what brings the appreciation
for you product and thus we have achieved this
for you.
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Dimmable

Simple installation

Our Standard panels are made for the
suspended ceiling and provide a ‘Plug and Play’
solution for the light. This makes it possible for
our panels to be installed within one lunch
break.

SKY CEILING PANEL

Photo Art

Empty walls are history with SKY CEILING PANEL
Photo Art, the most beautiful art combined with
our daylight LED lighting. In collaboration with
the artists , we can produce an artistic art with
a thin frame to go on the wall, with the same
unique qualities as our other ceiling products.
By default our Photo Art comes in a modern,
white frame, and it ﬁts in every room, enabling
full enjoyment of every piece of art. Whether it
is a picture from the archive of the Dutch Photo
Museum, or the latest masterpiece made by one
of the artists from our network.
We have the right image for every living room,
ofﬁce space or institution. If not? We will go
looking for the desired image, and bring it to life
with SKY CEILING PANEL Photo Art!
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Assembly instructions
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Step 1

Step 3

Remove
ceiling panels

Connect
SKY CEILING
PANEL

Step 2

Step 4

Place
SKY CEILING
PANEL

Enjoy
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Products

SIZE & FINISHING

LIGHT

STANDARD
CUSTOM
SKY WINDOW

OPTIONS IMAGE

SERVICE

Image of your choice

Delivery within 3 weeks

Image interchangeable

Plug & Play - including LED

Own image possible

Available via the webshop

Request your quote
without obligation
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contact@skyceilingpanel.in
info@skyceilingpanel.in

